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Introduction

                                         

                                                                                 "!Jean!Paul!Sartre

 

My point of perspective.

While at the very same time unaware. Feelings, awareness, values, are aspects we learn or become familiar 
with growing up. I never really understood the interest in bonding, of getting into a relationship with an-

be the case that I was too busy living in my own world. Having no time for the world around me. Living in 
my own world, in my own head, with my own perspective. Observing the world and soaking in all it’s forms 
and the confusion it brings with it. Everything that was playing along in my mind was being translated or 
executed in a way that was productive. As far as I have the ability to go back, to think back, my mind, my 
imagination, allowed me to bring everything that was in it, into the real world. Piles of paper and rolls of tape 
were always near me, in order for me to make a model. A form, a shape, whatever one might call it. 

made me do this, or the objects that I was facing every day. I tended to have a stronger communication and 
connection towards objects than humans. However, not being a materialistic person, this concerns me a great 
amount. Why? 

Looking at the world from my own perspective, while my surroundings are looking at me with their own per-
spective creates confusion. A dilemma. It creates trouble in navigating daily life such as being too busy trying 

their point of view. Why it is such a struggle to move with them in space without having a positioning system 
that is already mapped out? Communicating with objects, understanding them, living with them and trying 
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                                                                                    !CHAPTER!
 

Perspectivism in the context of art.                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                              

A meet and greet / Spectator and Perspective.
Perspective, or in Latin: “Perspicere,”               mohtaf ot ,ylraelc gnihtemos ees ot ,gnihtemos hguorht kool ot si 
something. Today it knows diverse forms, but let us start by observing the term "perspective" that refers to 

three-dimensionality*
I am referring to is that of depth, which is to say the apparent distance between the “spectator” — a term I 

all the various objects depicted within that artwork. In human understanding there are known to be multiple 
dimensions, or dimensional forms
probably even the fourth dimensions. Now, living our lives in dimensions and observing them is something 
intriguing to think about. Not only the phenomenon of their existence in reality as we know it, but more 
likely, the notion that one has the ability to stand still and to move and observe these dimensional forms, 
interacting at that very same time.

is keeping us in its grip longer than one would expect. Without getting too focused in the world of physics, 
or of mathematics, one should not forget that there lies more in the subjectivity of the term perspective. 

-

or at. According to which, reality cannot been seen by the human virtue.1

Reality can only be observed fragmentarily, everything one perceives as reality is a result of overlapping 

                               .laitnetop lanoitavresbo dna noitpecrep fo ytiliba namuh eht neewteb pag a si ereht taht raelc emoceb ot
Regardless, this inability — a form of handicap in our interpretation of the world — we come to know as 
reality. It leaves open doors in the rooms of our minds and imaginations. One could even supplement across 

1 Friedrich( Nietzsche! (philosopher) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!eht!ni!daer!eb!nac!’msivitcepsreP‘!s’ehcszteiN!hcirdeirF!no!eroM!.
following!book,!Nietzsche’s0Perspectivism0(International0Nietzsche0Studies)!authors:!Steven!D.!Hales!and!Rex!Welsho,!
Publisher:!University!of!Illinois!Press!(March!20,!2000)!!!
                                                                          
*"Three'dimensionality" (3D" space)(Known! to! be! a! geometric! 3Pparameter!model! of! the! physical! universe,!without!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!a!rednu!dellebal!eb!nac!snoisnemid!eerht!ehT!.ledom!siht!ni!tsixe!srettam!nwonk!eht!llA!.emit!fo!noitaredisnoc!eht
!!!!!eb!nac!snoitcerid!eseht!fo!yna!,htdaerb!dna!htped!,thgieh!,htdiw!,htgnel!:smret!gniwollof!eht!fo!yna!fo!noitanibmoc

chosen!unless!they!fall!in!the!same!plane.!
4



                                                         .noitautis ro tcejbo eht no kool redaorb a edivorp dluow sevitcepsrep elpitlum gnirehtaG .noitautis ro tcejbo
-

tence out of a 14th century poem titled Pearl, “the more the merrier.” One place where this gathering could 

behind the existence of such places is the making aware of communicative factors present when identifying 
multiple perspectives. 

One could doubt if an artist is perceiving or looking at an object in the right way, or in a way that allows them 
to perceive their own reference point. An interesting perspective, one might even say odd? One that provokes, 

ancient “Roman dodecahedron.” 2

                                                    Picture. 1                                     

   ?esoprup sti saw tahW ?rof edam ti si erehW ?edam ti si yhW ?ti edam ohW ?ereht si ti yhw ,sa hcus snoitseuq

feature Friedrich Nietzsche exposes when describing perspectivism as “the handicap”. 

2 
explanations for the possible use of the object in Roman times, but none have been conclusively proven.        

5

looking

Pic.

perspectives (through the holes) would create a point of intersection of perspectives, forming a centre point, a 
-

tion point could be seen to exist, at an intersection of perspective points in the space of the museum or gallery.
                                                                                     



A contradiction: 'true' — 'true' meaning in its totality, a circle being complete — perspective cannot be de-

model or object known to as the Roman Dodecahedron. It would be worth a shot to try to explore, discuss and 

has its own unique point of perspective in which the way we perceive daily life is contained in all of the in-
    ,erutcip labolg a ni tcepsa evitisop a sa dnah eno eht no nees gnieb ,revewoH .su ta sworht efil taht noitamrof

a society where members share their place — and as a result their points of perspectives — in the space we all 

made. for example in the case of a political matter. Now, before the notions in this chapter leave a bad after-
taste, resulting in a feeling close to misanthropy. We should continue questioning the struggle, the position 
of the writer and the spectator. A reader has to remember that one is only reading the point of perspective 
held by the writer. Bringing me to the following writer, whose profession was originally that of a teacher, who 
reveals his perspective without getting strangled in the domains of mathematics and physics. Written in 1884 
by Edwin A. Abbott, the novel is titled; “Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions.” 3 - What is most striking 
is how Abbott positioned himself within the story — (Pic. 2)

3     Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions Edwin A. Abbott wrote the novel gives a glimpse of the aware-
       nwo sih tuoba gnikniht sih ni ssenerawa eht etaicerppa dluoc enO .rellet-yrots ,retirw a sa flesmih gninoitisop nehw dah eh ssen

insight than only the stories educative factor when understood from an artist’s point of perspective. Published by Echo Library 2009

6

Picture. 2



Without getting too deep into the world of physics or the world of mathematics, the book tells, explains and 
even tries to inform the reader in an informal way, of the possibility (the mathematical probability) of the 

as a square) that on a certain day was visited by a circle (which actually turns out to be a sphere, but has a 

in and takes him to ‘Lineland’ and ‘Pointland,’ making him aware of the existence of multiple dimensions, 
beyond the two found in ‘Flatland.’ When A. Square asks the circle if there could be the possibility of the 
existence of more than the three dimensions found in the land the circle originated from, the circle reacts 
furiously to the questioning by A. Square, resulting in great anger and the action of returning A. Square to 
the two dimensional world from which he originated. 

Besides the story of A. Square, throughout the book, Abbott’s ‘Flatland’ embodies and describes a society 

society as we know it. Social ascent is the main aspiration of ‘Flatland’s’ inhabitants, apparently available 
and granted to everyone, but in reality being strictly controlled by the few that are already positioned at the 
top — this resembles the same ladder of society or platform that is known in our world — forming a society 

bring an moment of awareness. One of them is the intention

Beyond only the objective or rational. 

                                                                Point of Perspective.
 (the experiment at home)

                                                                            CD

                 

the CD has a round shape. Bending at the knees until the point where one’s nose is touching the side of the 
table gives you a side-on perspective, showing that the CD has the form of a line, somehow the circular form 

me. Daily life objects and situations came to contain a certain awareness or consciousness within them, they 
tend to be more than only logical. When navigating daily life, a time will come when the conclusion is made, 
that one cannot escape from the fact that dimensional forms are always present.

7
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Since one is moving and living in a dimensional space, no matter where one is, where one goes, or what one 
is doing. Now, looking out from this perspective for a moment, it becomes clear that within this unavoidable 
space, one cannot avoid manipulating these forms and planes oneself, in the creation of an encounter. Within 
this notion of a world being manipulated and manipulating, the world itself remains in question. What is 

industry is developing rapidly day by day, this raises urgent questions on where this is all going? And where 
do we want to go with this? Do we really need this? 

the ‘virtual’ world, a world that is created by the use of industrial techniques to manipulate. We can question 
ourselves; in what plane or dimension are we currently active in and what and when are we really observing 
that which we tend to believe is real? Are we observing the virtual world and all of the content in it, or are 
the virtual world and its media observing me and all of the content that exists in the world that I perceive as 

what is not.

A clear moment dawned on me whilst I was sitting at my desk in my apartment, looking out of the window 
and staring at the apartment window that is opposite to mine. In their window there was a vague, blurry 
image of me sitting at my desk with a representation of me on a screen behind me. Looking over my shoulder, 

at the back, my computer screen, my keyboard, the tremendous amount of materials and try-outs, things be-

a three-dimensional visualization of me on a two-dimensional frame. 

and watching two-and-a-half-dimensional graphic projections, it appears as if I am looking at three-dimensio-
nal forms. While in fact it is an illusion; a technological manipulation a result of the new innovations of today’s 

       ecaf a gnizilausiv nehw sretniap retsam dlo eht ot railimaf evitcepsrep dna ytilanoisnemid htiw gnikrow fo
! perspective and ! view, common techniques 

a person's face by showing part points of view, like a frontal view and a side view. Of course in video games there 
are many more methods used to create a more realistic, observational view of the world. Viewers be (a)ware.



                                                                                        CHAPTER II

and
Identifying the identity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

!e encounter.

to create an awareness of feeling one's position, in regard to the role one plays when encountering an object. 
-

the same, possibly even more, attention than the object being displayed in the space between the waist and 

took place. 

shapes, sizes and colours. It seemed that a full bottle of helium would be too much of a gamble, should the 

sales transaction when all of a sudden a sharp whistling sound could be heard, seemingly coming from behind 
the counter. After a short pause, the balloon was heading on a straight course toward the ceiling of the store. 

happened that moment, would not buying the balloon make me the owner? What was going on? My position 
seemed to be unclear, in doubt.

9

                 reverehw og dluohs noollab eht taht ylevitcejbo etatcid dluohs esnes nommoc ,noitautis eht gnizylanA

moment, I was looking high up in to the air at the balloon, and the balloon, having reached the highest point 
in the room, was looking down upon me. Confusion ensued, a sense of panic, the feeling of the loss of all 

was just bought a minute ago, found, lying powerless, and in a way that even felt lifeless, on the counter of 

control, re-establishing my position of ownership again, once and for all, in the simple action of grabbing 
the string. 



barking dog retied to its leash, re-establishing the positions of either dog, or owner. 

After the play, leaving the shop and walking the route towards home, I noticed that the balloon was not 

its form to be alive. Confronted with obstacles and boundaries the balloon acts like a little dog. One has to 

an extended part of myself. As a result, I have to treat it with care and delicacy so as not to hit any obstacles 

object on the journey home. When opening the door and entering my apartment, I have to lower my arm in 
order for the balloon to drop its height and gain the ability to overcome obstacles, in this case the door post. 

-
ble together, there is always the awareness that it can explode if hit too hard placing me in a position of fear. 
Referring back to my original realization, the cheap plastic string is the only connective part between me, the 
balloon, and total chaos. Both myself and the balloon have to maintain our relationship, communicating in 
such a way that there is understanding between us.

             sa ylno toN .yrellewej fo eceip a emoceb dluoc noollab eht fi gninoitseuq ,yrellewej ot kcab ti gnitaleR
  nehw si redrob eht erehw gninoitseuq ma I .ydob eht htiw pihsnoitaler a ni si ti taht ,os erom ,yrossecca na
              noiton deterpretni yltcerroc eht ot gnidroccA .eceip yrellewej a otni gnimrofsnart tcejbo na ot semoc ti

of jewellery (body-related requirement) the string becomes the essential part for the balloon to become a

described earlier, to have an awareness — to rise up in the air, when disconnected from the body. It has the 

at a jewellery object. Perspective, position (distance), and role, force us to question where the value in the 
object, as an object of adornment lies. Is the objects value contained in the probability of losing the balloon? 

Creating a personal or emotional connection with an object can transform into value after a period of time. 

       neeb syawla ton sah ti taht smees ti ,revewoH ?nwod yaw eht lla gnikool ,level-eye morf detneserp seceip

all jewellers are not thinking about placement and forms of presentation when placing their works in an 

Sensitive makers or spectators seem to all feel or see this handicap, but don't like to face it. Rather they try 
to act like it is not there, trying to hide and act as normal as possible towards this handicap. However it is 
still present in all of its forms. 

10
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                 ,yas dluoc eno gnitneserp fo syaw lanoitidart ,smrof lanoitatneserp fo slocotorp gniwollof yb os dnA
                         na ot nika ,ssecca fo tnarg ralugnis a ot detimil semoceb stcejbo htiw seitinutroppo evitacinummoc

easement of sorts. It seems that this is not considered important in the display of jewellery works. Objects 
      fo sepyt rehto dna ,secaps yrellag ,secaps noitibihxE .noitalosi latot ni delgnarts era seceip yrellewej dna

presentational spaces are equipped with vitrines or other types of showcases to allow this distinction.  

It is also strange to consider that a piece that should be worn, or is body-related, becomes isolated by being 

of perspective. One should perhaps walk past a jewellery store where watches are on display. Notice that 
      fo dnik ,eulb ro ,tnerapsnart a htiw emit fo tsom ,senirtiv rieht ni efas era sehctaw eht ,ecaps eruces a si siht

handicap? From my point of perspective, the way jewellery is displayed nowadays is kind of obsolete, forget-
ting the essential point that jewellery pieces are made objects. Objects made with a given background, that 

space to communicate with spectators, one must be aware of the object’s context when placing it in a space.

personal adornment, and from this accrued a particular preciousness and value. If we accept this, instead of 
looking down upon these pieces, one could argue that it would make more sense to place them in a way that 
makes one look up at them. We can assume that everyone understands, the feeling one has when looking up 
at an object, a feeling of being a small part in a big picture, a feeling of degradation. History shows that the 

creates an illusion and at the same time makes one aware of one’s position in the creation of this illusion. 
Standing on the ground in front of an immense building or staircase makes one aware that they are small and 
vulnerable, from a certain aspect, and they become aware of this aspect, or perspective. Feelings are a core 

One could then question the display of jewellery in its role in creating feelings. Furthermore, when observing 

jewellery really is? 

every conceivable spot. Giving every empty spot the chance to become meaningful, or at least something 
that can be questioned. Upon entering a house that displays an interior executed in the baroque or rococo 
style, one could question if the positioning and placement of ornament is comparable to the encounter with 

into the spectators’ perception and awareness. Its main concept is an attempt to create the formal illusion of 
power, making the spectator feel like they are of a lower ranking class than the owner of the room, or creator 
of this spectacle. High walls and a completely decorated or ornamented ceiling enters the spectators personal 
space of perception, like a group of wild horses running closer and closer together on the screen in a movie. 

dust, one cannot see clearly anymore, sight is vague or blurred. Nor can one breathe air that does not contain 



A feeling, A foundation.
In bending the neck one experiences a change in pressure, a compressed feeling; an awareness. One almost 

together as an army in order to attack the spectator’s feelings and notion of awareness. Regardless, for some 
unclear reason we all tend to have it programmed in us, and it's importance still tends to make an impact. But 

matters is therefore not easy. We need to remain aware that this particular mode of presentation demands 
from us, and delivers upon us, a great impact.

                    eW .mohw gnireuqnoc si ohw fo noiton eht ni tsol sniamer taht noitseuq devlosnu na dna stcejbo dna

focus. It shows aspects of frustration, a lack of understanding, troubled communication, momentum and the 
Shinboru (Symbol)4 by Hitoshi 

room with no doors and no windows. A solid, illuminated, white space that contains nothing except the man 
himself. However, after a period amount of time the form of a phallic protuberance reveals itself on the wall. 

these 'objects', makes his way toward them for closer observation. By sight, one cannot grasp what the objects 

       noitautis dna tcejbo eht revo lortnoc fo ssol a ,eivom eht ni nam eht fo evitcepsrep fo tniop eht fo yaw yb

instead of exploring other options available within the daily process of making choices. Looking at myself, I 
have discovered that there is a contradiction in the way that we look towards the ‘bigger picture’, discounting 

preferences at the same time? In a way we are limited to one way of seeing and perceiving the world from a 
singular perspective. However if we recognise this very fact, which is not as easy as it sounds, one can become 
aware of at least what one is facing from a singular view point in that very moment. Does looking out from 
a single perspective help one? Or does it in fact keep it within a given set of limitations? Will one ever face a 
new challenge and learn something completely new? Will one ever stand eye-to-eye with fear? To answer these 
questions I think the best thing to do is to start observing the way we perceive daily situations. Looking at the 

Picture the following: when walking in a large gallery or museum containing big artworks and a lot of spectators. 
One always has, or develops, a certain preference or taste towards an artist or style/expression of art. Artworks 
that are alluring in the exhibition space are so because they create an encounter with a spectator. In an exhibition 
space that holds the works of 17th century Old Master painters, one could be overwhelmed by the extravagant 
shower of jewellery worn by the person portrayed in one of Rembrandt’s portraits. Surrounded by other spec-
tators — that are almost standing on one’s toes — all hoping to get a glimpse of the famous master’s painting. 

4 Shinboru (Symbol) 2009, directed and played by Hitoshi Matsumoto. Hitoshi Matsumoto (born September 8, 
1963) is well known in Japan as an comedian. Besides comedian, he is recently known for making movies.

12



Standing close to another, I could start a conversation with the sentence: (Spectator A) “nice brushstrokes” 
and by chance the person by my side, (Spectator B     A .”sekortshsurb ecin“ ,noitavresbo eht htiw seerga ,)
conversation that implies, that however else we might feel, we agree on the fact the brushstrokes are nice. My 

nice brushstrokes. It could be the case that Spectator A likes the way that Rembrandt’s brush strokes makes 
B, on the other hand, might 

appreciate the way Rembrandt uses a thick application of paint to create an almost skin like texture. We tend 
to experience the same thing, we immediately feel the exact same way. However, our imagination, our minds 

a hierarchy. 

A handicap, present again. Whilst there will always be a gap in our observations, how can we break loose 
                                siht tnemelppus ot yaw a ,evitcepsrep fo tniop ym morF ?yhcrareih a seilpmi taht pacidnah eht morf

gap could be to focus on your own mind, imagination and perspective. And afterwards, trying to dive in and 
    dna gnidda elihw eht llA .sgniht gnivresbo fo syaw ro ,gniviecrep fo syaw ,evitcepsrep fo stniop srehto etargetni

object is really all about. Illuminated, not only by light, rather by multiple points of perspective coming to 
light and revealing the map. 

Colours that can be individually seen and adored, forming a combined line that intersects and converges as 
does a broad highway entering a tunnel. All of these lines then also forming the bright light at the end of the 
tunnel. Resembling a white beam of light, pointed at a prism, splicing the light, revealing all of its colours. 
No longer hidden, instead mapped out from their point in darkness.  

other, nevertheless they share a bond in the context
remains: in what order do they function? Given that most of us understand the role that time and space play 
in the context of daily life, we are implicated in the shared awareness of these facts, and whether we like it 

in general term alive, as well as what is the form of a dead object. Dead objects are lifeless, hence the word 
dead. 

According to my understanding, dead objects do not have the ability to move themselves from a certain place 
to another by only their own power. If they could realize this action without the help of a living form they 

urge so great, that we might even purchase living objects and dead objects. Referring not only to (animal) 
pets — that stay with one for a certain number of years before they die — when talking about live and dead 
objects over a period of time, depending on the object and its role notions of living and dead might become 

the dead or the living. 

13



One proposition is known as Schrödinger's cat 5. Of course one could say that humans have the ability to stand 
and go wherever they want to go but that objects do not have the ability to move themselves from one place 
to another. Objects do not have the power or energy to achieve things the way humans are able to do so. 
Or do they? Contemporary experience might suggest that in fact the distinction between humans and their 
objects is decreasing. So far, in my experience there were times when I was immediately able to begin to link 
or connect (one could even say, to mold) the objects in my possession. 

attention regarding the person in question. A person that has a certain aspect or object that distinguishes 
them from the rest of society stands out; it is here where their identity could be said to shift. It is also this 

wearing for example, a bright red bag. After a period of time, conscious or unconscious, without knowing 
when or where the momentum or recognition takes place; one starts to link the red bright bag with the person 
in question. Furthermore it can seem that there is no distinction anymore between the person and the bright 
red bag that they carry. 

same space and time

terms: bonding, distance, adornment, commitment, feeling, etc. All of these aspects are relevant. Do we even 
          mrof gnivil sti ni tcejbo yrellewej eht sI ?sgnileef eseht ecudorp ro niatniam ot redro ni flesti tcejbo eht deen

necessary in our daily lives? 

5 Schrödinger’s cat theory, the Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger, one of the founders of quantum mechanics, thought 
of a paradox to show that quantum mechanics doesn’t apply to larger, tangible things. He envisioned a cat locked in a steel chamber 
with a tiny amount of radioactive material, a Geiger counter, and a diabolical device designed so that if the Geiger counter detects 

cat, but whether an atom decays or not is governed by probability. Applying the rules of quantum mechanics to this system would 
mean that the cat is neither alive nor dead until a human observer actually looks in the chamber. Schrödinger argued that this was 
nonsense and merely an example of applying quantum mechanics to situations in which it doesn’t apply. – www.pbs.org

14



Examples of an encounter.
A married, loving and devoted couple will probably send out signals via body language of a certain mind set, 
and set of feelings, making their surroundings aware of the notion of their love and formation as a couple. 
One could state that the wedding ring itself is obsolete,. Unnecessary in the communication with between the 
couple and their feelings, and their surrounds. Looking to the future, one could go further, concluding that 
human beings might not even need the other (physical) person in the relationship anymore, to experience 
these feelings of love and devotion. In a long distance relationship for example, where one misses the other 
person. Does one really need the person in a close proximity? – Of course in matters of physical contact this 
perspective is not interesting. But on a neurological level being actively engaged with a person could in fact 
not involve the person (as a body) at all.

estimated time one waits in the cinema lobby before entering the room in which the movie will be shown. 
Next, follows the action of seeking out one’s seat-number by following the illuminated numbers that reveal 

-
tions does not belong in any way to you, an unknown jacket, is an object being used to claim a certain space 
resembling territorial control. A person making clear that the seat is no longer available for use. Not only with 

jacket is blocking one’s access to the seat, but it also resemble an extended part of the person to whom the 

unknown person, who is not even there.

other                           stniop 
    ,seitilauq niatrec yb detarapes era tcejbo tneserp eht dna namuh tnesba eht hguoht nevE .evitcepsrep fo

                          eht ni ro ,emit dna ecaps ni ecneserp rieht ni seil ti fi em ot raelcnu si ti ,denoitnem ylsuoiverp sA
communication between the two forms? Most unclear, is understanding the protocols of how? And since 
when? Do objects speak the same language as human beings? In the human understanding of referring to 
objects as “their” objects, and therefore establishing a notion of communication through ownership. Is there 
in a way an awareness of an objects message or language? Before starting rationally categorizing the two and 

“relational 
form” 6 is looked at and perceived. Between humans and (their)
between the forms known as humans and objects. Who is really communicating with whom? Who is observing 

6 Relational Form, Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (Published Jan. 1st 1998 by Les Presse Du Reel, France)

15



Shapes & Humans.

like objects. Something that makes humans from my perspective, fascinating, if we consider their relational 
aspects. With an awareness of the way humans behave, looking at the way we look, speak, hear, observe, 
and act, during our time on the earth we share, could we ask if objects have a similar notion? Do they have 

that it is of great importance to be aware of mentioning all of the spaces that one is active in and it’s present 

slim shapes, big shapes; there are an extended amount of forms when it comes down to shapes. Or in other 
features of an object such as design, colour and background. However, our question remains unclear if we are 
mislead or distracted by their shapes, sizes, colours, backgrounds, etc. 

We agree that an object doesn’t live         .htrae no evila eb ot wonk ew taht smsinagro gnivil rehto eht ekil ,

individual personality. It is in the things that makes you, you; how and what you are, what and how the outer 
world recognizes and perceives your being, and your visible form. An important feature not to forget is also 
the way you see yourself in the world. Your own perception of your position is key in communicating with 
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 Richard Gregory shortly before his death on 17 May 2010. Interesting explanation on 
the matter of the blind spot, references for further reading: 
- Dennett, D.C. (1991) Consciousness explained. Little Brown: Boston
- Ramachandran, V.S. & Gregory, R. (1991)            
Nature 350: 699-702

                                                                                CHAPTER III

Light & Observation.

         tneserp era stops dnilb larutaN .ciasom rotpecerotohp eht ni eloh a ni gnitluser ,evren citpo eht fo daeh
only in the eyes of vertebrates; cephalopods, such as octopus, more rationally have retinal axons that pass 
over the back of the retina, so the optic nerve does not have to pass through the photoreceptor layer to 

eyes develop from the skin whereas vertebrate eyes, including human eyes, are outgrowths from the brain 
apparently reversal was embryologically impossible. Human eyes are irrational as the light has to go 

appear (by motion parallax and selective adaptation) like a spider's web, but only while the card is being 
moved and for a very short time afterwards.7

borrow

observe an object as stated earlier, visually, seeing the object as an objective form. However the invisible 
          na dna ytitnedi na sah tcejbo na eveileb s'teL .eye dekan eht htiw nees eb tonnac tcejbo eht ni neddih sreyal

objectinality
  .daed ,ylevitcejbo tub ,evila ton niamer tub lairetam naht erom emoceb yeht ecnis dlrow eht ni tneserp gnieb

Why are objects here? Why do they have the ability to stay on earth and in our lives for long periods of time? 
Where do they come from? It is ignorant to say that material is simply used by humans to create objects who 
then put them in the world. It is unclear if objects in fact, already existed in the imagination or in the mind 
and we are only giving birth to their form or presence. 

Artists make use of materials, sometimes even found materials or objects that are then re-placed in the world, 
to translate their thoughts. When observing objects or situations in daily life, one can bump into problems 

information or identity.

7 
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It doesn't matter how long we look at an object since we will always miss a layer of information. What we see 

make this layering visible. A comparison would be when one is looking into a spot of light, after a certain 

that hasn't yet come to light. It remains a missing piece of the puzzle. How then can we trust that an object 
will show all
it is to look in the light or to look in the shadow. (darkness) 

“Plato's Cave”8. An allegory in Plato’s “Republic” meant to illustrate "our nature in its education and want 
of education". However, Plato’s cave started from a description given by Socrates that describes a scenario 
where what people assume to be reality would be an illusion. Socrates describes a group of people who have 

           eht woh snialpxe neht eH .ytilaer gniweiv ot teg srenosirp eht sa esolc sa era swodahs eht ,setarcoS ot gnidroccA
philosopher is like a prisoner who is freed from the cave and comes to understand that the shadows on the wall 
are not constitutive of reality at all, as he can perceive the true form of reality rather than the mere shadows 
seen by the prisoners. He asks Glaucon to imagine a cave inhabited by prisoners who have been chained and 

9 

8 Plato, 
9 Article on , full article and source: www.princeton.edu
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Jewellery in the spotlight.
10                                     na ni ecneirepxe fo noitavitca na srevocsid 

come across a contradiction in the work ‘Passio’. Inside of the exhibition space (PIC. 3) Peeters’ pendants 

isolate them from the outer-world. Blocking the light, not giving light the chance to illuminate space, leaving 

containment, showing just the silhouette of the gauze. 

Curiosity and brutality is present in the core of the spectator who no longer understands the protocol of 

something else of the object’s beauty for further observation. It works as a tool to attract the attention of the 

partly reveals, provokes the tendency in we human beings to establish a clear picture of what we are looking 
at. Ruudt Peters played on this aspect by using light to break “the cocoon”. 

“I remember that it was a thrilling experience to open the curtains and to reach at the pendants” – it was so unusual”. 
                                                               -  Liesbeth den Besten

                       

possibility of objectinality visible to the human eye by demanding further observation if one is to really un-
derstand the origin of an objects form. However, a problem remains, we continue to question, what is reality? 
Assuming we humans are living in reality on this earth, in time and in space, in the same world wherein 

shattering of laughter will be heard from the other spectators. 

10 Ruudt Peters (1950), Dutch jeweller. Studied at the Gerrit Rietveld Academie (Amsterdam) 1970-1974

PIC. 3                             Photo: Leo Versteijlen (source: Ruudt Peters)
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       gnikool era yeht spahreP .yrots s’otalP ni srenosirp deniahc eht sa elor emas eht gnikat era yeht spahreP
                                        ,stcejbo eht fo tops dnilb eht ylno gniees ,gnitsac wodahs ni elbisiv setteuohlis krad eht otni ylno

is therefore of a great importance to establish multiple perspectives to gain more knowledge. In art school, 
        dna snoissucsid ni dethgilhgih si ecnatropmi sti dna denoitseuq dna degduj si evitcepsrep seno fo htrib eht
     ni enoyreve toN .ytilaer derahs a ylirassecen ton si siht ,revewoH .tcejbus eht no snoinipo fo gnirahs eht

contemporary society seems to understand the essence of  art schools. 

museum. However, the work of Kazimir Malevich11 challenged notions of awareness as being restricted to its 
birthplace in art institutes, art academy, etc. He did so with his new system of art, called 'Suprematism.'   

!e Black Square.
Malevich declared that the Black Square constituted the ‘zero of form’, an end to old conventions and 

       rehcir deyolpme stnemele lacirtemoeg eht hcihw ni sgnitniap xelpmoc ylgnisaercni otni devlove yldipar
                                         ,noitidart noci eht ot ecnerefer sti etipseD .ecaps lairotcip xelpmoc dna suougibma na detibahni dna sruoloc

the Black Square presented no recognizably Christian image, but for Malevich himself Suprematism remained 
a mystical experience associated with concepts of the Fourth dimension and the nature of time, as explored 
in the mystical speculations of Pyotr Uspensky.12

                                                                     

Photo by Bram Wouters
                                                

As we are now familiar with the notion of the observer’s handicap, we can ask, what is this painting 
                                 .erauqs krad a yb derevoc si taht ecafrus etihw detanimulli nA ?rotatceps eht htiw etacinummoc ot gniyrt

A silhouette perhaps? Could there be a quick drawing or sketch underneath? Shadow casting appears in 
         eht fo evitcepsrep eht si rehtieN .mrof neddih a laever ot gniyrt swodahs fo sreyal ,gnitniap eht fo mrof eht

angled placement on the wall revealed. One might wonder if Kazimir Malevich was aware of the blind spot, 
the handicap that we are dealing with throughout our lives in this world, dimension, space and time. 

However, his point of perspective could be seen to generate awareness in the world of art. It could provide 

human virtue can be described in the form of an artwork. Is simply making the notion visible for spectators, 
creating awareness about the matter, enough? Or is the notion obsolete?

11 Kazimir Malevich, , 1915
12 Article on , by John Milner (From Grove Art Online) source: © 2009 Oxford University Press
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     eye namuh eht sedivorp dna ,eye namuh eht ot elbisiv si thgiL .thgil fo mrof eht si ,lla ot elbisiv ,revewoH
a clear sense of sight. Light contains an extensive amount of information, all of the colours known on our 
spectrum. Its main contribution though, would be that of providing a source or energy great enough to give 

         evah t’nseod dna seod thgil tahw tbuod dluoc enO .tsixe erofereht dna worg ot rewop sti rof efil ot mrof

observation. However, in being visibly noticeable, visible light can also work against itself.

the artist, Katharina Sieverding13

‘happening’ trying to conceal the situation from the people and press that attempt to capture the situation 

can obscure a situation by over exposing visible sight. 

                                                                   Photo by Bram Wouters 

could be used against itself to over expose and block one’s access to visual information. One could manipulate 
information or hide information by never bringing it to light; it will therefore remain hidden in darkness. 
However, it remains unclear if one could handle light in such a way without being completely sure of what 

our understanding. For this reason I would like to introduce the term monitoring. Monitoring here refers to a 
constant focus on an object or situation, for a certain amount of time, during which the object is perceived. 

information. It is the creating and gathering of all the information that is being communicated between 

turn, alleviating some of my trepidation in providing clear explanations throughout this chapter. 

13 Katharina Sieverding, Jahresgabe 2001 Katharina Sieverding, Staatliche Kunstakademie Düsseldorf Mai 1969
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Human observation is not precise in terms of knowing what we perceive to be real or not, nor stating as 
             si taht ,dehcuot eb ot elba si taht gnihtyreve taht yas dluoc eno esruoc fO .laer eb ot eveileb ew tahw tcaf

real to humans. But simply observing 
or monitoring things or objects can’t give us a wholly reliable sense that what we see is really         .gnineppah 

time is no longer reliable due to the notion that during the period of observation something was changing in 

dealing with the need for a certain amount of time for this observation to take place. Myself, being a human, 
I constantly experience interference in my observation or monitoring because of my body's automatic move-
ments. With every blink of my eyes, every peripheral or internal sound that my body picks up, etc. 

observational process, but also means that I can no longer rely on the information that I was monitoring                                     .
Anything might happen during this lag time. In a way, one could say it too is a human handicap when it 
comes down to matters of observation, as there always remains a lack of some information. Perhaps we 

               evresbo ot ecived gnirotinom detavitca yltnatsnoc ,elbailer a esu dluoc ew fi neve taht tcaf eht ot eud ,thguoht
    dna sloot nredom eht lla etipseD .gnieb namuh a yb desylana eb dluow stluser eht yllautneve ,tcejbo na

observation/monitoring devices that are being developed every day, getting closer to achieving the power to 

seeing and interpreting the world from their own perspective, but being questioned by others interpretations 
who raise questions through communication, is the way to better understand multiple perspectives. 

                    gnieb si tahw ,elbisiv yllacisyhp ekam ot yrt tsael ta ro ,etacinummoc ot loot a sa desu eb dluoc trA
questioned by an individual who is in the process of monitoring something. Due to the fact that some artists 

art relevant and interesting as an educative tool. It is unclear if this line of questioning leads one to doubt 
whether or not an objective observation, or way of seeing the world and the objects within it, is necessary. 

imagination through creating a larger line of sight. A beginning could be the practice of seeing what others 
are seeing, in a way supplementing one’s perspective with another's.. Making visible what is not yet visible, 
enabling something to become visible more quickly. Imagination can therefore block our sight. Feelings can 
block our sight, falling in love can make one blind to reality. One cannot see what is happening outside of 

are blinded by them.

A mystery that remains unsolved for me: If we acknowledge the possibility of being blinded by our own 
                      .gnikool fo tca eht gnirud detavitca yllacitamotua pacidnah lacisyhp nwo ruo yb dekcirt ,noitanigami

have to know and see everything? 

We can almost say for sure that we will never have the ability to do so. Especially when one considers the fact 
we humans can fantasize and imagine things in our minds, or can create stories and ideas that can change or 

from what has really
the situations or objects we were monitoring. We tend to see things the way we like or want to see them and 
then change the information based on that. Does art also become useful when considering this matter? 
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Painting a picture.

observation? What are we really trying to achieve in this process of molding and forming the information 
           ?noitavresbo tca eht ni ticilpmi sniamer ssecorp siht fo noitamrofed eht nehw ,seye ruo ot no detcejorp si taht

It feels to me, like reality is trying to communicate with us by using objects as translators. It attempts to   reach us 

adding of information. While we humans maintain the remarkable capability of using fantasy and   imagination, 

of being an individual? We all are related in that we are human by design, regardless of the fact that our looks 

certain occasions it seems one can be blinded by these distinctions when coming in to contact with another. 

having decided the sauce was “good,” it was served on to plates. Now the scenario might take place where 

A kind of shared moment in experiencing taste. 

tend to experience and feel the same, within the same observation, whilst undertaking the same action, the 
one of both eating at the same time (this is a very important feature in this observation). But in reality some-

something that is physically there, is it real or only in my imagination? Does one really experience the food, 
or does the food already exist in my mind? Since objects (such as food in this case) have a life of their own, 
how do I know who is experiencing whom? Since reality never stops producing, and does not take a break to 

permanent handicap.
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                                                                                Conclusion

                                                                                                          

  

   “When we see a mountain, or imagine one, it is a mountain we are seeing or imagining, not our idea of a mountain”

                                                                          - Jean Paul Sartre

 

My point of blindness.  
When I consider my conclusion in the matter of this research, I am afraid that I do not have a clear point 

      pacidnah cinorhc eht erahs ew ,redaer eht ,uoy ekil ,flesym gnieb namuh a sA .edulcnoc ot hcihw nopu

However, bonding and gathering together our observations and communicating our experiences with objects 
mapping out. Putting 

every experience or encounter with an object on the map, creating a network of connecting points. Sharing 
what we already see and know, through documentation, media etc. However, despite this theoretical plan, 
one has to remember that roads change, roads need to be rebuilt and a map therefore changes over time. Time 

            ,eulav sti sesol ksid eht ,ksid drah eht daer ot sloot eht skcal eno tub ,ksid drah a no devas si atad nehW
     na sa ,eulav rehtona evah thgim ti ,tcejbo na sa tuB .etelosbo yas neve dluoc eno ,elbadaernu semoceb ti

object documented and then showed to spectators. When creating art, if one does not start from a point, the 
destination will always be out of reach, or out of focus, visibly unclear, which brings me back to a passage in 
the novel “Flatland,”

When I was in Spaceland I heard that your sailors have very similar experiences while they traverse your 
-

lands, angles in and out to any number and extent; yet at a distance you see none of these (unless indeed 
your sun shines bright upon them revealing the projections and retirements by means of light and shade), 
nothing but a grey unbroken line upon the water.

               ni su sdrawot semoc secnatniauqca rehto ro ralugnairt ruo fo eno nehw ees ew tahw tsuj si taht ,lleW
Flatland. As there is neither sun with us, nor any light of such a kind as to make shadows, we have none of 

   semoceb enil sih ees ew su ot resolc semoc dneirf ruo fI .dnalecapS ni evah uoy taht thgis eht ot spleh eht
larger; if he leaves us it becomes smaller; but still he looks like a straight line; be he a Triangle, Square, 
Pentagon, Hexagon, Circle, what you will—a straight Line he looks and nothing else.14

14 Edwin A.Abbott, Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions
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Many philosophers have struggled with this subject and nobody seems to have a solution, but is it really of 
such great importance to know everything? Would it even be good for us? What if one day by accident we 
communicate with another planet, we engage in an alien communication or interaction? Would this result 
positively or negatively? It is perhaps a question of believing that you will never know what you will be faced 

far, even in the knowledge that we are handicapped.

sun nor other heavenly bodies, it is impossible for us to determine the North in the usual way; but we have a 
method of our own” 

   Edwin A.Abbott, Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions 

                                       evah ew taht stniop eht lla gnilaever/gniwohs pam a htiw snoitareneg erutuf ylppus dluoc enO
connected so far. In other words, we create a kind of particle accelerator, in which, through the points we 

day, we experience a closer kind of encounter with objects, points and situations, these vague phenomena. 
As an artist and spectator, it is my job to contribute my encounters, modelling them for documentation 

provide spectators with a solution beyond this conclusion.
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